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Dear Prof Paganoni,

InCoB 2010 and EUAsiaGrid:
European FP7 Project

As the co-chairs of the International Conference on Bioinformatics 2010 (InCoB'10), and as co-editors of the
five conference special journal issues which our conferences papers will be published, namely BioMed Central
Genomics, BioMed Central Bioinformatics, IPSJ Transactions, Immunome Research and Bioinformation, we
are pleased to hear of the outstanding work which the EUAsiaGrid has achieved.

Our Conference Education Committee has been keen to conduct e-learning courses to train our conference
participants in many aspects of bioinformatics and we were pleased to hear that this year, there is a distinct
possibility that we can introduce Grid Computing and its Impact in Bioinformatics during our training workshop,
which may take place as a satellite event to the main conference.

We hope that some volunteers in your research team in EUAsiaGrid can work together with our conference
educational team, comprising Professors Akinori Sakai and Ueng-Cheng Yang, Co-Founders of ABREN, the
Asian Bioinformatics Research and Education Network, and Prof Tan Tin Wee, as well as the technical team
from the Asia Pacific Bioinformatics Network APBioNet secretariat, to provide such a valuable training program.

This program if successfully planned and executed, will introduce many of our researchers in universities and
academic research institutes to grid computing and the high performance resources available in the EUAsia-
Grid framework infrastructure.

We wish to reiterate that it is absolutely critical for our researchers to learn e-Science on a stable and powerful
infrastructure in EUAsiaGrid. If you can keep it going, we are certain that the benefits will be fully realised by all



of us in the field of computational biology and bioinformatics in the days to come. Beyond InCoB, we in the re-
search community of APBioNet, and in our own respective institutions, would value working with you in the near
future to make this a reality. Thank you.

Yours sincerely,

Professor Christian Schoenbach
(Kyushu Institute of Technology)
and

Professor Kenta Nakai
(University of Tokyo)
Conference Co-Chairs, InCoB 2010
Web: http://incob10.hgc.jp/
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